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While many organisations have migrated to SIP technology, some are only 
starting their migration journey.

But why? Is it too much to ask, in the midst of a flourishing technological 
landscape, that your communications move beyond unwieldy TDM-based 
telephony? Without a doubt, the answer to this question should be a resounding 
no. So why are organisations mired in this antiquated technology? Behold,  
The Great Barrier Myth — the notion that insurmountable obstacles lie between 
our legacy infrastructures and a modern, IP-enabled communications solution.  
It’s time to bust these myths and discover what’s possible.
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My legacy infrastructure, such as our 
TDM–based telephony, is an obstacle to 
updated technologies. 

Native Primary Rate Interface (PRI) 
handoffs at the core network allow 
for simplified migration to IP-enabled 
services. 

With the barrier myth officially busted, the pressure 
is on. In response to your organisation’s increasingly 
complex IT challenges and ever-narrowing budgets, 
you likely have a tall order of communication needs to 
meet. 

Selecting a service provider that meets your needs 
can be daunting. Many providers suffer from a lack 
of flexibility among their offerings, while others fail 
to bundle necessary services at a reasonable price. 
For a long-term solution that fits your situation and 
can scale with your business, you should be on the 
lookout for a service provider that can offer highly 
reliable and feature-rich SIP Trunking services. 

What To  
Look For:

Comprehensive and  
streamlined migration plan

Enterprise-grade  
voice service

Out-of-the-box enterprise 
BCDR

Audio, video, and web  
conferencing services

Migration is a one-way path with no 
point of return, which could leave my 
organisation stranded with a solution 
that doesn’t fit.

A properly managed migration plan  
with backwards compatibility will allow  
you to move incrementally, and at your  
own pace. 

First, Let’s Separate Fact From Fiction:

FACTPERCEPTION

Transitioning to IP-enabled services 
represents an enormous leap for 
our organisation — it’s easier to put 
communications updates on hold. 

Setting the foundation for your IP-enabled 
services can be easy and cost-efficient. 
Failing to adapt now will only make the  
gap larger.

Selecting A Provider



Let’s Connect
Email: uk@level3.com 

Curious to learn more? Get in touch with Level 3 to learn 
about how we can help you make your SIP plans a reality.
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It’s Time To Migrate

Don’t let your progress toward a SIP Trunking 
migration stall. Your company deserves operational 
efficiency. Your employees deserve global, 24/7 
access to critical communication services. Your 
customers deserve on-demand access to your 
products and services. End of discussion. 

For organisations maintaining TDM-based telephony 
and UC platforms, Level 3 provides native PRI handoff 
at the core network, as opposed to the customer’s 
edge. This approach to legacy systems not only allows 
a staged migration strategy, but it removes the need 
for additional intermediate hardware purchases such 
as gateways or an Integrated Access Device (IAD).

Making the transition to IP-enabled technologies will set the stage for 
Unified Communications & Collaboration (UC&C). Through the real-time 
integration of your communication services — such as instant messaging, 
extension and number mobility, desktop sharing, presence, conferencing, 
and more — your workforce can communicate and collaborate more 
efficiently, regardless of their physical location.

Preparing For Unified Communications  
& Collaboration


